
Task Types (formerly “Question Types”) for 
Asynchronous Intelligibility Remediation Peer Learning and Data Collection System

Task type Purpose Differences from 
generic (i.e. AROWF)
questions

Example References / notes

Add vocational 
education topic

Create Twine/Twee 
topic starting points 
(see http://twinery.org)

Makes a series of 
“Create Twee node” 
questions as below

Please convert a 
syllabus into a series of 
Twee subtopics

Twine is a branching 
scenario (“role play” or 
“choose your own 
adventure”) instructional
format: http://twinery.org
 

Create Twee node Describes a scenario 
instructing on a 
pertinent subtopic

Makes “Create Twee 
response” questions; 
default is 3 per node

Add a new scenario to a
Twee subtopic with text 
and/or multimedia
 

http://ninelanterns.com.
au/16-ideas-for-
scenario-based-
elearning-pechakucha/ 

Create Twee response Given a Twine/Twee 
node, make a new 
multiple choice answer

Each Twine/Twee 
response is a new 
Twine/Twee node

Create a new branch 
given a specific 
response to an existing 
subtopic scenario

http://www.dashe.com/b
log/scenario-based-
learning/branching-
scenarios-elearning/ 

Validate Twee node Confirm or disagree 
that an existing Twine 
scenario meets a 
subtopic’s valid 
instructional need 

Decides whether a 
Twine/Twee node 
may be offered for 
instruction or needs 
editing or removal

Endorse or oppose the 
entire existence, or 
specific parts, of a 
Twine/Twee scenario 
text and/or multimedia

http://blog.cathy-
moore.com/2011/07/sa
mple-branching-
scenario-cool-tool/ 

Verify Twee response Decide whether an 
existing branch 
between two existing 
Twine/Twee scenarios 
properly transitions

Decides whether a 
Twine/Twee branch 
may be offered for 
instruction or needs 
editing or removal

Endorse or oppose a 
given Twine node’s 
spoken response 
branching to a different 
(or the same) node

Twee is the text
format for Twine  
interactions:  
http://www.maximumver
bosity.net/twine/Entwee
dle/ 

Take lesson (answer 
Twee choice questions
in their assigned 
orders)

Starting at a given 
Twine node, begin 
speaking its verified 
responses as a series

Logs instructional 
lesson activity, effort, 
confidence and 
accomplishments

Learn about a given 
(suggested or otherwise
chosen) vocational topic

This is the usual entry 
point for learners’ user 
experience with this 
integrated peer 
learning, content 
creation, and data 
collection system

AUDIO PORTION

Pronounce phrase 
(create utterance)

Given specific text, 
record and upload its 
audio speech 
pronunciation

Creates a new audio 
file with an attempted 
pronunciation of a 
given text phrase

Record, “Approach the 
teaching of 
pronunciation with more
confidence.”

Microphone upload,
in Adobe Flash e.g., 
http://vocaroo.com/?
widgets 
or in WebRTC, e.g., 
http://clyp.it 

Transcribe utterance 
(create transcription)

Given an audio 
recording, submit its 
corresponding 
intelligible text

Must not display or 
hint at the original 
attempted utterance 
text for authenticity

Listen to an existing 
sound file and try to 
type in its words

This is only a textarea, 
but needs protection 
against transcriptonists’ 
previous exposures.
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Task type Purpose Differences from 
generic (i.e. AROWF)
questions

Example References / notes

Obtain sufficient 
exemplars (collect 
utterances with high 
transcription scores)

TODO: others like 
this for below?

Obtain pronunciation of 
phrase(s) needed for 
accent and dialect 
adaptation and 
authentic intelligibility 
remediation

Assigns (usually 
multiple) “Pronounce 
phrase” questions to 
known native or highly
intelligible non-native 
speakers

Perform statistical 
analysis of all verified 
Twee responses and 
assign those with 
insufficient audio 
exemplars to the most 
intelligible speakers

Please see 
http://www.slp.ics.tut.ac.
jp/Material_for_Our_Stu
dies/Papers/shiryou_las
t/e2014-Paper-01.pdf 
and 
http://www.oeft.com/su/
pdf/interspeech2015b.p
df 

Annotate phrase's 
phonemes

Given the text of a 
Twee response phrase,
disambiguate all its 
heteronyms with 
specific phonemes
 

Produces phoneme 
codes associated with
each word in an 
existing Twee 
response

In the phrase, “read the 
book,” is ‘read’ 
pronounced like ‘reed’ 
or ‘red’?

http://www.speech.cs.c
mu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict 
for phonemes, and e.g.
http://pronunciationeval.
blogspot.com/2012/08/r
onanki-gsoc-2012-
pronunciation.html

Annotate phrase's 
parts of speech

Given the text of a twee
response phrase, 
specify the parts of 
speech for dialect 
adaptation

Produces part of 
speech codes 
associated with each 
word in an existing 
Twee response

In the phrase, “John 
went nuts,” is ‘nuts’ a 
noun, verb, adjective, or
[several other parts of 
speech]?

See Table 3 on p. 65 of 
http://www.aclweb.org/a
nthology/W12-5808 and
https://sourceforge.net/p
/cmusphinx/code/HEAD
/tree/branches/speeche
val/ronanki/ 

Provide L1 word 
remediation with intro

Given a specific 
mispronunciation, 
provide a native 
language word with the 
correct sound near the 
beginning

Creates a record 
mapping a specific 
language and phone 
(phoneme or diphone)
to an example word

What is a word in 
Spanish with the same 
sound as the ‘el’ in 
‘hello’? (e.g. “El.”)

E.g., “groups receiving 
auditory corrective 
feedback improved
significantly in trained 
over untrained words” --
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.
com/doi/10.1111/lang.12
167/abstract 

Cover criterial feature 

(mostly grammar and 
to a lesser extent 
morphology coverage)

Create or modify 
existing Twine 
responses, and 
possibly nodes, so that 
a specific grammar, 
morphology, or other 
instructional criterion is 
met

Results in the editing 
of, or addition to, 
existing Twee 
responses and 
content

Please find an existing 
or add a new Twine 
response which 
requires understanding 
the difference between 
past and present tense 
imperatives (e.g. using 
“read”)

For the EC/Cambridge 
U. English Profile 
Criterial Features, see
https://drive.google.com
/open?
id=0B73LgocyHQnfcEV
acmZRc2xEQ3VIZ0tkM
HNmdjhNOXVsS1VR 

Cover vocabulary Create or modify 
existing Twine 
responses, and 
possibly nodes, so that 
a specific vocabulary 
words are used

Results in the editing 
of, or addition to, 
existing Twee 
responses and 
content.

Please add a new 
Twine response which 
requires understanding 
the different meanings 
of the word “nuts.”

For frequencies, see 
http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/b
ncfreq/flists.html (list 2.2
is for spoken English) & 
http://www.wordfrequen
cy.info/free.asp?s=y 
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